
One Block Wonder 
To preview fabric please visit 
 www.oneblockwonder.com/design-helper 
Following the directions, press choose an image.  At this point, you can either take a photo of some fabric 
that you think may work or pull from your photos of fabric. Next press Make Hexes then scroll down to 
see the beautiful possible quilt pattern. You can change the size of the hexes to see what larger hexes look 
like.  

 

Fabric Information 

1. Use fabric colors you like - 3 to 4 is preferred, too many colors confuse the design. 
2. Minimum amount of background - too large results in small designs. 
3. Avoid several small designs spaced apart.  
4. Avoid backgrounds with a solid color to get the best interest and movement in design. 
5. Avoid stripes or straight lines running parallel or perpendicular to selvage for best motion in design. 
6. Large print with a large repeat allows for a new motif to develop in the piecing, which is what you want 
( a wonder) 
7. Large animals, flowers or people are interesting when blocks are formed. 
8. Two small mirrors placed "V' shaped on fabric when fabric shopping are helpful to reveal the 
kaleidoscopes formed. 
9. DO NOT PREWASH fabric - original starch helpful in making sharp cuts. 
10. Buy fabric needed from ONE bolt - printing and spacing can vary from bolt to bolt. 
11. When cutting, leave fabric folded as it comes from the bolt with selvage together. 
12. You will have extra blocks left over when project is done… 
 

Equipment 

1.60 degree ruler or a ruler with a 60 degree line on it. 
2. Flower pins, they lay flat and don't shift when cutting 
3. Rotary cutter with a new blade to cut 6-8 layers at once 
4. design wall (opt) helpful in placing blocks 
5. Sewing machine, basic sewing supplies 
 

Yardage (lap, twin, or full size quilt 
 
Small with 6"-8" repeat - short Hexagon 
Large with 12" repeat - large Hexagon            ( 41/2 or 5 yards ) 
Large hexagon will have fewer designs 
 
Small with 6"-8" repeat - short Octagon 
Large with 12" repeat - large Octagon            ( 5 3/4 or 6 yards ) 
 
As you can see, you have a choice between Hexagons and Octagons. 
Octagons require additional piecing. Borders, backing and binding are extra. 
 
One Block Wonder by Maxine Rosenthal 
(C&T Publishing) www.ctpub.com or 800 284-1114 
Retail Cost $22.99 - $23.95 


